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3 straw (n) dried stems of crops 稻草

3 barn (n) a large building on a farm for sheltering animals or food 糧倉

4 a sort of (phr) more or less 近似於

4 stare (v) to look at something intensely for a long time 盯着看

4 pop up (phr v) to appear suddenly 突然出現

4 exist (v) to have real being 存在

6 juggle (v) to throw and catch several things at the same time 邊拋邊接

7 tractor (n) a vehicle used on farms to pull machinery 拖拉機

10 sigh (v) to breathe out making a long sound when you are upset 嘆氣

10 make a face (phr) to make a strange look with your face 做鬼臉

10 scrub (v) to rub in order to clean 擦洗

10 disgusting (adj) very unpleasant 令人作嘔的

12 mess around (phr v) to act stupidly 胡鬧

12 hay (n) dried grass used as animal food or covering materials 乾草

14 terrifying (adj) very scary 可怕的

14 woods (n) an area of land covered with plants and trees 樹林

18 scramble (v) to climb quickly but with difficulty 急速而艱難地爬

21 cling (v) to hold onto something tightly 依附

24 head teacher (n) the teacher in charge of a school 校長

24 organise (v) to plan and make arrangements 籌備

25 set off (phr v) to start to go somewhere 出發

25 violet (n) a small, purple flower 紫羅蘭

25 grunt (n) a low, rough sound 呼嚕聲

25 tiptoe (v) to walk on your toes 踮着腳尖行走

25 cub (n) a young bear, lion or wolf, etc. 幼獸

25 groan (v) to make a long, low sound because you are in pain 呻吟

26 growl (v) to make a low, angry sound 咆哮

28 tell off (phr v) to speak to someone angrily 責罵

36 mood (n) a state of feeling 心情

37 sulk (v) to be quiet and not smiling because you are upset 生悶氣

37 scrunch (v) to make part of your face into a tight shape 擠壓

38 muscle (n) a body part that covers your bones and makes you move 肌肉

38 relax (v) to become less tight 放鬆

38 brain (n) the organ that controls activities and thoughts 腦

38 sort (v) to put things into different groups 分類
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40 toucan (n) a brightly-coloured bird with a very large beak 巨嘴鳥

40 tropical (adj) related to the regions near the equator 熱帶的

40 tilt (v) to bend from a upright position 使傾斜

41 dell (n) a small valley 小谷

42 billy goat (n) a male goat 公山羊

42 ram (n) a male sheep 公羊

42 pen (n) an area with a fence round it for keeping animals 圍欄

43 stable (n) a building where horses are kept 馬廄

43 ludo (n)
a simple board game in which players move counters according to the

throw of dice 英國十字戲，飛行棋的前身

44 rumble (n) a loud dull continuous noise 隆隆聲
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